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Next, we turned to analysis solutions.
We wanted to correct for the jump,
regardless of what caused it. We
thought all frequencies needed to be
multiplied by the same number to
correct for the jump, based on how
the radio works. Finding this number
is tricky because of the noise and
frequency patterns. We used
statistical tools to up with an
equation: ½((A1*s)/A2*s)+1)(A2*s).
With this equation we were able to
see the average frequency where the
jump was taking place.

As you can see, we were able to correct for the jump in the data using a robust
statistical method. Future work on the project will include diving into more of
the issues I identified while cataloging and finding ways to improve the
instrument/data collection itself to avoid the problems altogether.

Conclusion

Many things can lead to non-ideal
data, including instrument
problems, man-made interference,
or problems with the data
collection itself. Using data
collected in the desert by a team at
Arizona State University, I
searched for problems that
warranted further investigation.
We found other errors in the data
such as jumps in frequency but
decided that was the cause of
another factor.

The problem we were focusing on
was the jump that’s shown in this
picture. We first thought it could’ve
been just a bad data collection, but
we really want to dive in deep to see
if it was something that we could fix.
We thought of a few different
reasons why the data looks like this.
We thought it could have been the
way the raspberry pi was facing, so
we changed the direction of it. No
change. We then wrapped the pi in
foil, still no change.

Solution

First approach

My research was based on CHART – The completely hackable amateur
radio telescope (pictured to the right). I started by noting the errors in
the data and then deciding which one I was going to focus in on. The
error that I focused on was found in the analysis. During the process of
finding the cause of this problem, I found multiple possible solutions, but
my final solution was the only one that fixed our problem.
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